In 2019, the Waldorf education movement is celebrating its 100th anniversary with a publication by the Friends of Waldorf Education in cooperation with Kehrer Verlag. Exclusively for this book, Leica photographers traveled around the world to visualize the distinctive features of each country and its connection to Waldorf education: Jesus Alonso, Anna Bärlund, Ofir Barak, Fulvio Bugani, Emile Duche, Sang-Pyo Hong, Chut Janthachatibutr, Nicolai Kaufmann, Laxmi Kaul, Ya’nan Li, Sergej Melnitchenko, Dominic Nahr, Max Cabello Orcasitas, René Perez, César Rodríguez, Daniel Šperl, Gerard Turnley, and Herbie Yamaguchi.

»Photographers capturing glimpses of everyday life at school, all over the world. In these pictures one can see that it is, in all probability, the only major international school movement with universal elements in its curriculum on the one hand and strong references to the respective regional culture on the other. All around the world it seeks to serve what was, in one of the first complete overviews of Waldorf education, once called Education towards Freedom.« (Dr. Andreas Kaufmann)

Rudolf Steiner (1861–1925), pioneer of anthroposophy, school founder, artist, and social reformer, has gained global recognition for his unparalleled creative power. His drafts for an alternative science, a new educational theory, and new perspectives in medicine and agriculture, have entered into the spiritual heritage of our time and, as an integral part of contemporary cultural life, continue to provide important impulses and inspiration.

The Freunde der Erziehungskunst Rudolf Steiner have been supporting Waldorf schools and curative institutions since 1976 in order to open up good educational opportunities for people all over the world. With success. Well over 600 institutions all over the world have been supported and accompanied by voluntary commitment to date.

Selected Exhibitions / Events

Alte Oper Frankfurt, Celebration Waldorf Schools Hessen Exhibition #waldorfworldwide and Book Launch, 15.06.2019

Liederhalle Stuttgart, Celebration 100 Years Waldorf Stuttgart Exhibition #waldorfworldwide, 07.09.2019

Philharmonie Berlin, Celebration Waldorf Schools Berlin Brandenburg, Exhibition #waldorfworldwide, 13.09.2019

Laeiszhalle, Hamburg, Celebration Waldorf Schools Hamburg Exhibition #waldorfworldwide, 13.09.2019

Tempodrom, Anniversary Festival Waldorf100 Berlin, Exhibition #waldorfworldwide, 19.09.2019

Numerous events for the 100th anniversary around the globe at www.freunde-waldorf.de and www.waldorf-100.org

Please note: These photographs have been copyright cleared for worldwide print and electronic reproduction in the context of reviews of the books only. Print media: No more than THREE photographs plus the cover image from the selection can be used in total – they are not to be used on the cover or cropped. Online media may use a total of TWELVE images in a gallery.
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1. Kenya, Nairobi, Rudolf Steiner School Mbagathi - Nairobi
   © Dominic Nahr

2. Belgium, Turnhout, Michaelschool
   © Nicolai Kaufmann

3. Switzerland, Zurich, Rudolf Steiner Schule Sihlau
   © Dominic Nahr

4. India, Hyderabad, Sloka Waldorf School
   © Laxmi Kaul

5. Germany, Berlin, Freie Waldorfschule Berlin-Mitte
   © Nicolai Kaufmann

6. Japan, Tokio, Fujino Steiner School
   © Herbie Yamaguchi
13 Kanada, Toronto, Toronto Waldorf School
© Dominic Nahr

14 Belgien, Turnhout, Michaëlschool
© Nicolai Kaufmann